Chapter 1
The Use & Abuse of Church History
Nevertheless, as to those things which I have condensed from the sacred books, I do not wish so to present
myself as an author to my readers, that they, neglecting the source from which my materials have been
derived, should be satisfied with what I have written. My aim is that one who is already familiar with the
original should recognize here what he has read there; for all the mysteries of divine things cannot be
brought out except from the fountain-head itself. I shall now enter upon my narrative.(1)
Sulpicius Severus, History of the World, Chapter 1

A great deal of effort has been expended in recent years by all sides in the debate over the
biblical view of origins setting about what the early church believed to be the correct
interpretation of Genesis 1-11. As we will see shortly the result has been that a number of often
contradictory positions each presented as “the early church’s view.” This present work was
begun with the intention of determining which of these views (if any) accurately represents the
teachings of the church fathers up until the time of Augustine. It can conveniently be broken
down into three main sections.
1. The importance of knowing what the early church fathers believed and some of the
difficulties involved in discovering what they believed will be addressed in this chapter.
2. The teachings of the church fathers on the passages of Genesis chapters 1-11 that are
most hotly debated by modern creationists and evolutionists will be summarised and
discussed.
3. The final section brings together all that has been discussed before by attempting to
determine the significance of the early church’s understanding of Genesis 1-11 for
modern creationists.

Some Definitions
Many books on origins fail to define the terms they use. The word ‘creationism’ has suffered
particularly badly from this omission. The definition given in the dictionaries tend to be quite
broad, such as: “...the doctrine that matter and all things were created, substantially as they now
exist, by the fiat of an omnipotent Creator, and not gradually evolved or developed.”(2) A
Creationist is defined as someone who believes in creationism. Many writers lament that the
term creationist has acquired a far narrower popular meaning - someone who believes that the
earth was created by God a few thousand years ago - young-earth creationism.(3) Lloyd R.
Bailey refers to this group as “young-earthers” and specifically links this title with the works of
Henry M. Morris. Old-earth creationist Davis A. Young and progressive creationist Hugh Ross

likewise note the narrowing in the semantic range of the word creationist to refer specifically to
young-earth creationists.(4) This book will use the word Creationist in the broad sense, unless
the word is qualified by the adjectives “young-earth” or “old earth”, etc. By the “early church” is
meant the church from the time of the close of the New Testament (c. AD 96) to the time of the
death of Augustine of Hippo (AD 430).

Why is Christian Tradition Important?
The interest in the writings of the early church is explained easily enough. The historical nature
of Christianity makes it logical to trace what Christians believe and practice today back to its
ultimate source of authority - the Bible. Following the close of the New Testament its teachings
were systematised into a doctrinal framework. (We will return to the important subject of
doctrinal development in Chapter 2.) A certain tension is evident in the process of development.
On the one hand, the church fathers were not unaware of the danger of repeating an earlier
misinterpretation of Scripture.(5) Whilst on the other, the length of time that a doctrine had been
accepted was considered an important test for truth. Tertullian (c. 160 - c. 225 AD) used this
latter argument against Marcion(6) and both Clement of Alexandria(7) and the church historian
Eusebius (263-339 AD) equated “innovation with heresy.”(8) Cyril of Alexandria (d. 444) was
the first person to place the opinions of the fathers alongside the testimony of Scripture to
counter the teaching of the heretic Nestorius.(9) Later, during the Reformation, both Roman
Catholics and Protestants expended much effort attempting to establish whose teaching was
closest to that of the primitive church, as described in the writings of the early church fathers.
For the Protestants Matthias Flacius Illyricus (1520-1575) produced a thirteen volume work
called the Magdeberg Centuries in which he portrayed what he saw as the gradual subversion of
New Testament Christianity by the Church of Rome. This work brought a Roman Catholic
counterattack from Cardinal Caesar Baronius (1538-1607) in the form of his Ecclesiastical
Annals (1588-1607). Barinius retorted that the Church of Rome was the true successor of the
apostolic faith. The argument went back and forth for “more than a century after the rupture of
the Reformation, the consensus of the first five centuries was accepted as empirical criteria of
authenticity.”(10) It should be noted however, that in this debate both sides differed in the
authority they placed on the early church fathers' testimony. The Reformers accepted tradition
only as far as it reflected accurately the teaching of Scripture,(11) while the Roman Catholics
treated them as being of equal authority as the Council of Trent puts it: “in matters of faith, and
of morals pertaining to the edification of Christian doctrine, it is not lawful to interpret sacred
Scripture in a manner contrary to the unanimous consent of the Fathers.”(12)
In view of the range of often contradictory views expressed by the church fathers it is wise to be
cautious when making an appeal to tradition. As far as the Roman Catholic position is concerned
there are very few subjects on which the church fathers were unanimous and, that being the case,
it is not very helpful as a test for truth. Looking back we can see that many of the fathers were
mistaken (for a variety of reasons) in their interpretations. Centuries ago the Reformers
recognised this and were forced to qualify their appeal to them by testing them against the

touchstone of Scripture. The Orthodox Lutheran theologian Johann Gerhard (1582-1637), for
example, produced a work that indicated “the areas of theology in which a given father may be
relied upon, and those in which he must be treated with suspicion...”(13) When the fathers
differed on their interpretation of a particular passage this was seen by the Reformers as a spur to
refer back to the original source - the text of the Bible itself.(14)
The real difference between the classic Protestant and the classic Roman Catholic views lies in the
Protestant rejection of the view that tradition, expressed in the teaching of the magisterium, possesses a
binding authority against which there can be no appeal to Scripture. Behind this difference lies, on the one
hand the Reformation’s originating experience of a rediscovery of the Gospel in Scripture apart from and in
contradiction to the teaching of the contemporary church, and, on the other hand, the Roman Catholic trust
in God’s promise to maintain his church in the truth. On the one hand, tradition was ruptured by an
experience of discontinuity between Scripture and the contemporary church, while on the other hand an
unbroken tradition remained the vehicle of continuity between the teaching of the apostles and that of the
contemporary church.(15)

Were The Early Church Fathers Better Able to Understand the Bible
Than We Are?
It is often argued that the early church fathers were better able to understand the teachings of the
New Testament because they shared the same background, culture and language as those too
whom it was originally addressed.(16) While there is undoubtedly much truth in such a view, it
can be overstated, especially with regard to the later church fathers.(17) Many of these lived in
situations far removed from Israel and knew little about the culture of the Jews. As can been seen
from Table 1.1 below many of the leaders of the early church had little familiarity with the
original languages of the Bible.
A number of reasons have been identified for the lack of interest in the study of Hebrew among
the church fathers. The majority of Jews living in the western empire never mastered the Hebrew
language and relied instead on Greek translations, especially the Septuagint. This explains why
the New Testament writers predominantly used this translation when quoting the Old Testament.
More importantly the Septuagint rapidly gained the status of “inspired translation” in the church,
in much the same way as the King James Version is treated by some Christians today.(18) As
such it could not be questioned and did not require any correction from the Hebrew original. In
contrast the “...Hebrew Bible was devalued or even rejected, either because it was taken as a
forgery, or because it was the Jewish Bible.”(19)
Early Christians produced their own Latin translations of varying degrees of accuracy. The wide
range of readings produced in this way led Jerome (347-419/420 AD)- one of the very few early
Christians who had mastery of all the Biblical languages - to produce an accurate vernacular
Latin translation. The result of his work, the Vulgate, became the standard text of the western
church until the Reformation and of Roman Catholic church until the Second Vatican Council
(1962-65).(20) Jerome rejected the idea that the Septuagint was in itself divinely inspired(21)
and depended instead on the Hebrew text for the Old Testament, despite the objections of some

of his contemporaries.(22)
Given the number of poor quality Latin translations upon which Christians had to rely it is not
surprising that theological errors arose, some of which have had far-reaching consequences. An
example will be helpful here.(23) Augustine of Hippo developed his doctrine of original sin from
the Old Latin version of Romans 5:12. This mistranslated the Greek and implied that the sin of
Adam was passed on to his descendants. In contrast to this view, the Greek Fathers, including
John Chrysostom, Theodore of Mopsuestia, Athanasius, Methodius and Gregory of Nyssa(24)
generally held that Adam passed on merely the consequences of his sin, i.e. death. Augustine’s
doctrine of original sin still remains central to the Roman Catholic doctrine of baptism.
Differences between the Latin Vulgate, the Greek Septuagint and the Hebrew text of Genesis
also caused Augustine problems. How, for instance, can one explain how Methuselah lived 14
years after the flood (according to the Latin translation)? For him the answer was simple - the
Septuagint translation was wrong. For some pious believers questioning the translation was
beyond the pale. The text must be right - so Methuselah must have been snatched up to be with
Enoch during the flood, and then set down again when it was over!(25) Augustine agrees with
Jerome(26) that the Hebrew text gives the correct reading for according to it Methuselah died in
the year the flood came. He rules that on difficult textual points the Hebrew text should be taken
as the final authority.(27)
Not only were the early theologians separated by language from the Biblical texts, but they were
also separated from each other. Many of the early Christological controversies centred around
the translation of various Latin and Greek terms because very few words have direct equivalents
in another language.(28) Given this evidence, I think it is fair to conclude that at least in its
knowledge of Hebrew modern Christian scholarship has the edge over the church of the third and
fourth centuries.
Table1.1: The Early Church Fathers Linguistic Abilities

Date

Writer

Hebrew

Greek

c.100-c.165

Justin Martyr

X

110-180

Tatian

X

c.180

Theophilus of Antioch

X

c.115-202

Irenaeus of Lyons

X

2nd Cent.

Athenagoras

X

c.170-c.236

Hippolytus

X

Latin

c. 150-215

Clement of Alexandria

c.160-c.225

Tertullian

c. 160-240

Julius Africanus

X

185-253

Origen

X

240-320

Lactantius

d. c. 311

Methodius

d. 258

Cyprian

263-339

Eusebius of Caesarea

X

c. 276-373

Athanasius

X

340-397

Ambrose of Milan

X

330-394

Gregory of Nyssa

X

330-390

Gregory of Nazianzus

X

329-379

Basil of Caesarea

X

374-407

John Chrysostom

X

347-419/420

Jerome

X

X

c. 350-428

Theodore of Mopsuestia

X

X

354-430

Augustine of Hippo

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X indicates fluency in language

Early Church History is a Complex Subject
Popular writers on early church history often fall into the trap of making generalisations about
what the early church ‘taught’ or what the early church fathers ‘believed.’ The reasons why such
simplifications can be misleading may be summarised as follows:

•

Apart from people like the Apostle Paul and his co-workers the majority of believers
were content to be anonymous.(29) Most had neither the need nor the desire to produce
Christian literature of their own. They were content to spread by word of mouth the
teachings of the apostles recorded for them in the writings of the New Testament(30) and
make their own copies of the apostolic writings.

•

As is evidenced by the book of Acts (chapter 15) and various other New Testament
references (e.g. Gal. 2:11-14) Christians often disagreed among themselves on
theological issues.(31) Doctrine in the early church was in a state of flux, and matters not
explicitly laid down in Scripture, such as the details of the doctrine of the Trinity, were
the subject of wide-ranging speculation. Later, as the bounds of orthodoxy became more
clearly defined many earlier writers (long since deceased) were considered theologically
suspect. Among these were Tertullian (because he became a Montanist), Origen, Tatian
and Lactantius. Modern research has shown that the charges made against most of these
writers were almost certainly groundless. Nevertheless, many of their works are now lost
because they were condemned as heretical, including Tertullian’s Seven Books Against
the Church in Defence of Montanism, Origen’s Commentary on Genesis(32) and all but
two of the writings of Tatian. Unlike the almost indestructible clay tablets used by writers
in the 2nd millennium BC the papyrus and parchment documents used by the early
church had a limited life-span.(33) For this reason all documents needed to be
painstakingly copied on a regular basis onto fresh material in order to survive.(34) Works
that may have been lost because of this process include: On the Creation by Melito of
Sardis,(35) Theophilus of Antioch’s On History,(36) Hippolytus’ On the
Hexaemeron,(37) and Methodius’ commentaries on Genesis and On Creation.(38)
Somewhat ironically the Nag Hammadi library(39) - a set of (in this case) truly heretical
works - has survived because it was buried after being declared non-canonical by
Athanasius, bishop of Alexandria.(40)

•

During the Great Persecution instigated by the Roman emperor Diocletian (245-313)(41)
all Christian literature and Scripture was ordered destroyed.(42) Although some
Christians managed to get away with surrendering only heretical writings to the
magistrates(43) undoubtedly many works were lost at this time.

•

A writer’s opinion on any given subject may change considerably throughout his lifetime.
Very few of the church fathers have left us sufficient evidence to enable us to plot these
developments in their writings.(44) Augustine is perhaps the only theologian with whom
this is possible with any degree of certainty.(45) Reconstructions of the development of
others - Tertullian for example - depend on how a particular scholar constructs his
chronology for that writer’s works.

•

The theologians of the early church were not attempting to write “systematic theologies”
of the kind that we are familiar with today. The way in which they approached
theological issues were therefore very different from ours. In order to fully appreciate the
writings of the early church we have to attempt, as far as possible, to understand what the

people who wrote them were trying to achieve.(46)

Hermeneutics & The Early Church Fathers
The methods used by the early church to interpret the Bible have been the subject of innumerable
volumes. It is not my purpose to repeat their findings here, but a few examples are necessary in
order to help the reader appreciate the mind set of the early Christians. Many of their conclusions
appear to us bizarre, until it is realised that their hermeneutic was radically different to ours. As
Gerald Bray points out:
The early Christians accepted the Jewish Scriptures as divinely inspired, but interpreted them in a
completely different way. They did not regard the Old Testament as a prelude to Christianity, which the
new revelation in Christ augmented or displaced.... Christians generally believed that the Old Testament
spoke about Jesus Christ, not merely prophetically but in types and allegories which the Spirit revealed to
Christians.(47)

Bray continues:
In all probability, the first Christians looked on every part of Scripture as Christological, and were prepared
to see Christ in it by whatever exegetical means would produce the desired result. It did not worry them if
the literal meaning of the text seemed somewhat distant from this concern, since in that case it was plain
that the passage in question contained a revelation of Christ which was more difficult to grasp than simpler
texts.(48)

All of the fathers used typology to provide biblical illustrations for their preaching of Christ.
Some took this method to extremes that leave the modern reader wondering if they saw any
difference between typology and allegory, or whether the latter is just an exaggeration of the
former.
St. Justin devotes ten chapters to the discovery of the Cross in the Old Testament. The types include the
Tree of Life in Paradise, the oak of Mamre, the tree planted by the water-side (Ps. I, 3), the piled wands of
Jacob, the rods of Moses and Aaron, the Branch from the stem of Jesse (Isa. xi, 1), and the floating wood of
Elisha. Origen adds the tree from which the King of Ai was hung, the cedarwood which played its part in
the ritual cleansing of the leper, and the wood which made the bitter water sweet. Further types are found in
the brazen serpent of Moses and the cruciform trumpets of Gideon’s men. A strong impression is left that
any piece of wood, living or dead, in the Old Testament can represent the Cross.(49)

In the so-called Epistle of Barnabas (c. AD 70-135),(50) the writer sees references to Jesus
throughout the Old Testament. The 318 servants of Abraham (Gen. 14:14) are interpreted as a
symbol for the cross of Christ. His reasoning was as follows:
318=10 + 8 + 300.
Ten is written “I” in Greek, 8 as “H”. These are the initials of Jesus Christ in Greek.
Three hundred is denoted by “T”, which was the shape of the cross.
Therefore, the 318 servants represent the cross of Christ!(51)

Upon this Christological hermeneutic the church fathers were united, and it must not be
supposed that it was derived from a low view of the inspiration of Scripture. On the contrary, so
convinced were the fathers of the Divine origin of Scripture that they sought to interpret every
single verse of Scripture as somehow speaking about Christ.(52) Most modern theologians and
Bible students seek to identify the meaning God intended a biblical text to have to its original
audience. From this they derive its contemporary application, which (to be considered valid)
must be linked to the text’s original meaning.(53) For Origen the what we would call the
contemporary application - what the text teaches about Christ and how the reader can become
like Him - was the original meaning of the text.(54) If a text did not appear to be speaking about
how you might advance towards perfection then you had misunderstood it. This was the key that
showed Origen that he had interpreted a text correctly. To put it simply: if he could make a
passage speak in this way then he was confident that he had uncovered its true ‘spiritual’
meaning. Some passages yielded such an application easily; others required more spiritual
insight and, sometimes, the rejection of the historical meaning. It was this ‘insight’ that the
‘literalists’ (those who saw only the ‘letter’) lacked.
The church fathers shared the same principle for identifying when Scripture was not to be taken
literally with contemporary Judaism. When the literal meaning appeared to be blasphemous,
ridiculous or impossible then this was seen as indicating a deeper non-literal meaning, a rule of
thumb that is found in Philo,(55) Tertullian(56) and Origen.(57) The differences in the results of
Tertullian and Origen’s exegesis do not, therefore, stem from a fundamental difference in their
view of inspiration, but rather from a divergence of opinion on what was to be considered
blasphemous or ridiculous and in the effort each considered necessary to reconcile the literal
meaning with “common sense”. This is not to accuse the allegorists of laziness, for often because
of a simple misunderstanding of the text’s meaning the resulting allegory requires more effort to
produce than the literal meaning! A good example of this is found in Origen’s second Homily on
Exodus. Here Origen’s problem is caused by a defective translation in the Septuagint(58) which
renders Exodus 1:21 as: “Because the midwives feared God, they made houses for themselves.”
This leads him to comment:
This statement makes no sense according to the letter. For what is the relationship that the text should say,
“Because the midwives feared God, they made houses for themselves.”? It is as if a house is built because
God is feared. If this be taken as it stands written, not only does it appear to lack logic, but also to be inane.
But if you should see how the Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments, teaching the fear of God, make
the houses of the Church and fill the whole earth with houses of prayer, then what is written will appear to
have been written rationally.”(59)

Of course the solution becomes obvious when one translates the Greek word oikias correctly in
this context as “families” instead of “houses”. The verse then reads: “And because the midwives
feared God, he gave them families of their own.” (NIV).
The early church fathers checked their interpretations against a summary of the essence of
Scripture, properly understood,(60) which was held in common by all churches of Apostolic
foundation.(61) Irenaeus often referred to this as the “canon of faith,”(62) while Tertullian called
it “the Rule of Faith”(63) (Latin: regula fidei). The Rule of Faith acted as an interpretative key

that guarded the Church against heresy.(64) The rule of faith was not set above Scripture, but
rather derived from it.(65) Taking the Rule of Faith as his starting point theologians like Origen
launched his theological speculations into areas not covered by it.(66)

The Development of Doctrine
As we shall see in Chapter 2 many doctrines took a long period to be defined. During the period
of development a number of options were often proposed and debated before a position that
adequately expressed biblical teaching was arrived at.

The Charge of Heresy
It has often been said that history is written by the victors, and this is no less true of church
history. Those who were vindicated in theological disputes often wasted no time in condemning
both their opponents and their opponents predecessors. Tatian, Tertullian and Origen have all
suffered posthumously from this condemnation. So when discussing the doctrines of the early
church we should not to be too easily taken in by labels assigned to a writer by later generations,
the term “heretic” being the most common. The reasons for these accusations of heresy varied
considerable. It all to often they served then, as they does today, as a means of silencing
discussion by means of ad hominem argument. Students of the early church would do well to
take the advice of the 18th century historian Johann Lorenz von Mosheim, who wrote:

Those, therefore who approach this part of church history, should exclude every thing invidious from the
name heretic: and consider it as used only in a more general sense for a man, who, by his own, or by
anothers fault, has given occasion for wars and disagreements among Christians.(67)

Throughout church history Tertullian has received condemnation for two main
reasons: his association with the Montanist movement(68) and because of his
supposed anti-intellectualism. However, the majority of church historians now
agree that the Montanists were doctrinally orthodox,(69) and so there are no
grounds for rejecting Tertullian’s contribution to theology on the grounds of his
association with them. Roger Forster & Paul Marston, for example, refer to
Minucius Felix (late 2nd/3rd century), as Tertullian’s “more orthodox”
contemporary.(70) However, it should be noted that in Minucius Felix’s work
Octavius Christianity is treated from the standpoint of philosophy, Scripture is not cited, nor are
major biblical teachings much discussed.(71) It is therefore difficult to accept Forster &
Marston’s view on the basis of arguments from silence. There has also been a long history of
debate whether Tertullian used Octavius as a source for his Apology or vice versa. Current

opinion favours the priority of the Apology.(72)
This is not the first time that Tertullian’s orthodoxy has been attacked in order to undermine his
credibility as a witness to the beliefs and practises of the church of his day. William Wall used
the same ploy in the 1840’s to support his case for infant baptism. Wall wrote that Tertullian
“...fell into the heresy of the Montanists, who blasphemously held that one Montanus was that
Paraclete or Comforter which our Saviour promised to send: and that better and fuller discoveries
of God’s will were made to him than to the Apostles, who prophesied only in part.”(73) To
which Paul K. Jewett responded: “But the noble African’s reputation as a Christian and
theologian scarcely needs defence against such beggarly invective.”(74)
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